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Applications of polymeric semiconductors in organic electronics and biosensors depend critically on the

nature of energy transfer in these materials. Important questions arise as to how this long-range

transport degrades in amorphous condensed solids which are most amenable to low-cost

optoelectronic devices and how fast energy transfer could occur. Here, we address these in disordered,

densely packed nanoparticles made from green-light-harvesting host polymers (PFBT) and deep-red-

emitting dopant polymers (PF-DBT5). By femtosecond selective excitation of donor (BT) units, we study

in detail the internal structure-mediated energy transfer to uniformly distributed, seldom acceptor (DBT)

units. It has been unambiguously demonstrated that the creation of interchain species is responsible for

the limitation of bulk exciton diffusion length in polymer materials. This interchain Förster resonance

energy transfer (FRET) becomes a preferred and dominant channel, and near 100% energy transfer

efficiency could be achieved at high acceptor concentrations (>10 wt%). Side-chain carboxylic acid

groups in functionalized polymer-blend dots slightly slow down the FRET rate, but it could not affect

the Förster radius and FRET efficiency. These findings imply that a greater understanding of the role of

interchain species could be an efficient approach to improve the cell efficiency.
1 Introduction

Because of the unparalleled advantages of low cost and exi-
bility in broad application elds, p-conjugated polymers have
received a great deal of attention.1–3 The performance of these
organic devices and sensors is critically dependent on the
nature of electronic energy transport in these materials.4 In
particular, recent results indicate that molecular morphology
strongly affects electronic energy transport in conjugated poly-
mer materials.5 For example, single polymer chains or highly
ordered aggregates of conjugated poly(2-methoxy-5-(20-ethyl-
hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV) exhibit ultra-long-
range energy transfer distances of up to 60 nanometers,6,7 while
the energy transfer length is only about 5 nm in amorphous
bulk PPV-based lms.8 Unraveling the degradation of the energy
transport distance in bulk chaotic materials is particularly
important, as it is a limiting factor for the efficiency of low-cost
organic solar cells. Possible reasons for the energy transfer
distance “shortening” are proposed including (i) creation of
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interchain species that become low-energy trapping sites, (ii)
higher disorder due to a greater range of orientations and (iii)
energy levels arising from the chaotic packing of chains as they
form solids.6 Nevertheless, identifying the roles played by each
of these factors is still an open problem.

As demonstrated in previous reports,9 interchain energy
transfer processes dominate in polymer lms, because of the
close contact between chains which favor interchain transport
of the excited state, exhibiting a 1-order-of-magnitude increase
in transfer rate compared to that of the polymer in a solution.
But these energy transfer processes have been investigated
primarily by means of ensemble spectroscopic measurements
on bulk lms.10,11 Ensemble measurements are not accurate,
and sometimes misleading, because phase separation oen
occurs due to the inherent complexity and heterogeneity of
polymer materials.12 In order to investigate the energy transfer
processes, the dopant molecules must be evenly dispersed
within the host polymer. This is difficult to achieve in solid
polymer blends, since it tends to form a micrometer-scale
phase-separated morphology,13,14 which signicantly affects the
energy transfer and uorescence properties.15 To overcome the
problem, we investigated energy transfer processes in disor-
dered, densely packed polymer-blend nanoparticles. These
nanoparticles represent discrete nanoscale objects with
uniformly distributed donor and acceptor units, which are not
accessible in conjugated polymer lms. Interchain energy
transfer distance and time scales were obtained by femtosecond
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7265–7270 | 7265
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time-resolved uorescence and theoretical modeling, which
indicate fast, long-range energy funneling to the low-energy
trapping species.

Conjugated polymer nanoparticles have exhibited inter-
esting photophysics and high uorescence brightness for bio-
logical imaging.16–20 The nanoparticles in this study were made
from a green-light-harvesting polymer PFBT as donor and a
deep-red emitting polymer PF-DBT5 as acceptor (Fig. 1a). We
chose the two polymer components because the blended poly-
mer nanoparticles exhibit large absorption cross-sections in the
blue region due to the BT units (donor units), and highly bright,
deep-red uorescence of DBT units (acceptor units, playing the
role of interchain species here). In this model system, pumping
the absorption of BT units (�460 nm) results in unambiguous
interchain energy transfer to the low-energy emissive sites (DBT
units). On the other hand, the low fraction of the PF-DBT5
polymer as well as the low molar ratio of DBT to uorene units
guarantees that the low-energy quenching sites not only can
exactly evaluate the amount, but also are evenly distributed in
the nanoparticles. This strategy results in a well controlled
system with donors and acceptors evenly dispersed in the
nanoscale domains, which are hardly obtained from bulk lm
fabrication. Fig. 1b shows the absorption spectra of the pure
and blended polymer nanoparticles. For the polymer blend
nanoparticles, the ratio of the two absorption peaks varied with
the increasing weight fraction of the PF-DBT5 dopant polymer.
For 10% weight fraction, the uorescence of the PFBT donor
(�550 nm) was almost completely quenched, accompanied by
the strong emission (peak at 640 nm) of the PF-DBT5 acceptor
(Fig. 1c). The typical diameter of the nanoparticles employed
here was in the range of 30–40 nm, as indicated by dynamic
light scattering measurements (ESI, Fig. S1†). As a result, in the
Fig. 1 Preparation and steady-state spectroscopy of PFBT/PF-DBT5 nano-
particles. (a) Schematic illustration of polymer-blend nanoparticles. The grey,
green and red ellipse represent the polyfluorene units (PF), donor BT units and the
interchain species-acceptor DBT units, respectively. Steady-state absorption (b)
and normalized emission spectra (c) of pure and blended polymer nanoparticles
in water under 460 nm excitation.
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case of 10% weight fraction, each polymer nanoparticle
comprised �20 PF-DBT5 polymer molecules, each of which
consisted of only �6 DBT units randomly distributed along the
polymer chain. Moreover, because the formation of polymer
nanoparticles is driven by folding and torsion of the polymer
backbone through hydrophobic interactions in a rapid solvent
mixing process, these nanoparticles possess a glassy disordered
morphology, as shown by polyuorene (PF) nanoparticles in a
previous report.21
2 Experiments

The semiconducting polymer nanoparticles were prepared from
the three polymers (PFBT, PFBT-C14 and PF-DBT5, respectively)
by using the reprecipitation method. All experiments were per-
formed at room temperature unless indicated otherwise.19 PFBT
was purchased fromAmericanDye Source, Inc. PFBT-C14 and PF-
DBT5 were synthesized as in previous reports.20,25 PFBT nano-
particles were prepared by injecting 2 mL (50 mg mL�1) of tetra-
hydrofuran (THF) stock solution of the PFBT polymer into 10 mL
of Milli-Q water under ultrasonication. PFBT-C14 nanoparticles
were prepared by injecting 2 mL (50 mg mL�1) of THF stock solu-
tion of the PFBT-C14 polymer into 10 mL of Milli-Q water under
ultrasonication. PF-DBT5 nanoparticles were prepared by inject-
ing 2 mL (50 mg mL�1) of tetrahydrofuran (THF) stock solution of
the PF-DBT5 polymer into 10 mL of Milli-Q water under ultra-
sonication. The THF was removed by nitrogen stripping.

Blended nanoparticles in aqueous solution were prepared by
using a modied nano-precipitation method.20 In a typical
preparation, the light-harvesting polymer PFBT (or PFBT-C14)
and red-emitting polymer PF-DBT5 were rst dissolved in THF
to make a 1 mg mL�1 stock solution, respectively. The two
polymer solutions were diluted and mixed in THF to produce a
solution mixture with a PFBT (or PFBT-C14) concentration of
500 mg mL�1 and a PF-DBT5 concentration of 5 mg mL�1 (or
15 mg mL�1). The mixture was sonicated to form a homoge-
neous solution. A 2 mL quantity of the solution mixture was
quickly added to 10 mL of Milli-Q water in a vigorous bath
sonicator. The THF was removed by nitrogen stripping. The
solution was concentrated by continuous nitrogen stripping to
5 mL on a 90 �C hotplate followed by ltration through a 0.2
micron lter for femtosecond time-resolved uorescence
experiments. These nanoparticle dispersions were clear and
stable for months without signs of aggregation.

Time-resolved uorescence experiments: nanosecond uo-
rescence lifetime experiments were performed by a time-corre-
lated single-photon counting (TCSPC) system under right-angle
sample geometry. A 405 nm picosecond diode laser (Edinburgh
Instruments EPL375, repetition rate 2 MHz) was used to excite
the samples. The uorescence was collected by a photo-
multiplier tube (Hamamatsu H5783p) connected to a TCSPC
board (Becker&Hickel SPC-130). The time constant of the
instrument response function (IRF) was about 300 ps.

Subpicosecond time resolved emission was measured by the
femtosecond uorescence upconversion method. A mode-
locked Ti:sapphire laser/amplier system (Solstice, Spectra-
Physics) was used. The output of the amplier of 1.5 mJ pulse
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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energy, 100 fs pulse width, at 800 nm wavelength is split into
two parts; through a TOPAS system, the stronger beam was used
to generate excitation light at 460 nm. The sample was stored in
a 2 mm cuvette, which was rigorously stirred with a magnetic
stirrer to avoid degradation. The resultant uorescence was
collected and focused onto a 1 mm thick BBO crystal with a
cutting angle of 35 degrees. The other part of the RGA output
was sent into an optical delay line and served as the optical gate
for the upconversion of the uorescence. The generated sum
frequency light was then collimated and focused into the
entrance slit of a 300 mm monochromator. A UV-sensitive
photomultiplier tube 1P28 (Hamamatsu) was used to detect the
signal. The FWHM of the instrument response function was
about 400 fs. Samples were rigorously stirred with a magnetic
stirrer for all of the femtosecond uorescence dynamics
experiments.
3 Results and discussion

To scrutinize the time and distance scales of the energy transfer
process, femtosecond time-resolved uorescence dynamics
were investigated by the femtosecond uorescence upconver-
sion technique. First, we investigated the excitation intensity-
dependent femtosecond uorescence dynamics in host polymer
PFBT nanoparticles (Fig. 2). The suitable excitation wavelength
was xed at 460 nm, corresponding to the absorption of BT
units as stated above. Unless indicated otherwise, samples were
rigorously stirred with a magnetic stirrer to avoid degradation
in all the femtosecond uorescence dynamics experiments.
These polymer nanoparticles exhibited carrier density-depen-
dent transient behaviors, which were similar to the bulk poly-
uorene lms, due to the diffusion-controlled exciton–exciton
annihilation.22

We adopted a three-dimensional (3D) diffusion model as
described previously,23 to t these transient decay traces (see
details in the ESI†). Based on the estimated exciton density, the
Fig. 2 Femtosecond time-resolved fluorescence for PFBT polymer nanoparticles.
Intensity-dependent PL dynamics probed at 550 nm at 460 nm excitation. Red
solid lines represent the fitting results by a 3D diffusion model.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
global tting of all ve kinetic curves gives two satisfactory
tting parameters together: one is the exciton–exciton annihi-
lation radius, Ra ¼ 4.0 � 0.2 nm; the other is the isotropic
diffusion constant, D ¼ (2.7 � 0.3) � 10�4 cm2 s�1. Considering
the exciton lifetime s1 of 540 ps determined by the time-corre-
lated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique (ESI, Fig. S2
and Table S1†), the diffusion length and annihilation rate
constant were then estimated to be LD ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ds1
p ¼ 3:8� 0:3 nm

and g ¼ 4pRaD ¼ 1.35 � 10�9 cm2 s�1, respectively. These
parameters are consistent with those in PFBT (also named
F8BT) lms.24 Our results suggest that higher disorder due to a
greater range of orientations such as in the case of polymer
nanoparticles could not decrease the intrachain exciton diffu-
sion length.

Next, PFBT nanoparticles were blended with a small amount
of the PF-DBT5 acceptor polymer. For a 10% weight fraction,
there were uniformly distributed �120 acceptor units per
nanoparticle on an average, surrounded by thousands of
randomly distributed donor units. To verify our speculation,
femtosecond time-resolved uorescence quenching experi-
ments probed at 550 nm in the blended nanoparticles were
performed. In order to decrease the inuence of carrier density
on decay kinetics, the lowest excitation intensity in the detect-
able signal range was adopted. As shown in Fig. 3a, the decay
traces of donor emission decreased remarkably faster than that
of pure PFBT nanoparticles. Within the rst 100 ps, the donor
emission decayed completely, and it was faster for higher
acceptor concentrations. The temporal evolution of acceptor
emission probed at 640 nm provides complementary evidence
for energy transfer from the host to dopant polymers. Both
temporal evolution traces at the blending ratio of 10% and 30%
Fig. 3 Femtosecond time-resolved fluorescence and theoretical modeling for
blended PFBT/PF-DBT5 nanoparticles. Normalized PL dynamics for blended
nanoparticles under 460 nm excitation (5 nJ per pulse) probed at 550 nm for
donor PL quenching (a) and probed at 640 nm for acceptor emission (b). (c and
d) Modeling the PL intensity ratio for blended nanoparticles with different
dopant fractions. The solid lines represent the fitting results, which give the
Förster radius (R0) and resonance energy transfer time (sET), respectively. Insets
show the PL intensity ratio on a logarithmic scale as a function of the square root
of time.

Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7265–7270 | 7267



Fig. 4 Femtosecond time-resolved fluorescence and theoretical modeling for
blended PFBT-C14/30% PF-DBT5 nanoparticles. (a) PL dynamics for pure PFBT-C14
nanoparticles and blended PFBT-C14/30% PF-DBT5 nanoparticles under 460 nm
excitation (5 nJ per pulse). (b) Modeling the PL intensity ratio for blended PFBT-
C14/30% PF-DBT5 nanoparticles. The solid lines represent the fitting results. The
inset is the PL intensity ratio on a logarithmic scale as a function of the square root
of time.
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exhibited a at stage up to 10 ps following a fast rising within
the rst 3 ps, and then began to decay (Fig. 3b). The emission of
the acceptors correlated well with the uorescence quenching
of the donor, supporting fast energy transfer in these blended
nanoparticles.

To quantitatively analyze this process, two consistent models
based on Förster resonance energy transfer were used to t the
PL quenching dynamics (see ESI†), which describe the same
physical process from the angle of Förster energy transfer time
sET and radius R0, respectively. Fig. 3c and d show the modeling
results for blended particles with different fractions of the
dopant molecules. The tting curves described by the Förster
resonance energy transfer theory are in excellent agreement
with experimental data in the entire decay traces. In the plots of
PL intensity ratio on a logarithmic scale as a function of the
square root of time (insets of Fig. 3c and d), a linear dependence
between the theoretical and experimental data was clearly
observed, consistent with the prediction of Förster models. The
resulting FRET times were estimated to be about 32.7 ps and
14.6 ps for the blending ratio of 10% and 30%, respectively.
Considering that the average PL lifetime (save in ESI Table S1†)
for pure PFBT polymer nanoparticles was 0.68 ns, the corre-
sponding energy transfer efficiency (hET ¼ 1 � sET/save) was
estimated to be as high as 95% and 98%, respectively. Such
highly efficient interchain energy transfer also rules out the
possibility of incomplete or multiple energy transfer processes.
The tting result gave the Förster radii of 10 nm for PFBT/10 wt
% PF-DBT5 and 7.9 nm for PFBT/30 wt% PF-DBT5 nano-
particles, respectively. In a word, this long-range energy transfer
distance is sufficiently large to break the ultra-long energy
transfer path in a single polymer chain into pieces of nano-
meters if any low-energy trapping site exists nearby.

We further examined the energy transfer processes in
blended nanoparticles with reduced interchain interactions. As
described in a recent report,25 a portion of ionic groups such as
carboxylic acid were covalently attached to the side chains of the
PFBT polymer. It could lead to some energy levels arising from
the chaotic packing of chains. On the other hand, the hydro-
philic side chains can swell the particles and result in a some-
what loosely aggregated morphology of polymer chains. As a
result, we could check the effect of chaotic packing of chains,
and we could also expect that the energy transfer rate in such
nanoparticles may slow down because of the reduced interchain
interactions (increased donor–acceptor distance). Pure and
blended nanoparticles were prepared from a PFBT polymer with
side-chain carboxylic acid groups at a molar fraction of 14%
(PFBT-C14 for short, molecular structure in ESI Fig. S4†). The
steady-state optical spectra and intensity-dependent femto-
second uorescence dynamics are presented in ESI Fig. S5.†
Compared with the pure PFBT nanoparticles without side-chain
hydrophilic groups, PFBT-C14 nanoparticles showed a smaller
exciton–exciton annihilation radius Ra ¼ 3.1 � 0.5 nm, and
larger isotropic diffusion constant D ¼ (3.7 � 0.4) � 10�4 cm2

s�1. Correspondingly, the PFBT-C14 nanoparticles exhibited a
larger exciton diffusion length LD ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ds1
p ¼ 5:1� 0:4 nm (s1 ¼

710 ps for PFBT-C14 nanoparticles, see ESI Table S1†) and a
comparable annihilation rate constant (g ¼ 4pRaD ¼ 1.44 �
7268 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7265–7270
10�9 cm2 s�1). The decreased exciton–exciton annihilation
radius is due to the increment of chaotic packing of chains in
the PFBT-C14 nanoparticles, while the increased exciton diffu-
sion length is consistent with the reduced interchain interac-
tions. This suggests that the energy levels arising from the
chaotic packing of chains are not yet the main reason for the
degradation of the exciton diffusion length in solid polymer
materials. For the PFBT-C14/30 wt% PF-DBT5 blended nano-
particles, the interchain energy transfer from BT donors to DBT
acceptors was observedmore clearly because the energy transfer
time was increased (Fig. 4a). Accompanied by the quenching of
donor emission, the acceptor uorescence dynamics exhibited a
long rising up to rst 10 ps, and then began to decay until nearly
100 ps. The emission dynamics of the acceptors can be well
reproduced with a multiexponential tting, which gives a rising
of �16 ps (ESI, Fig. S6†). Moreover, the quenching dynamics of
the donor emission were analyzed using the same method as
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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stated above (Fig. 4b), which resulted in a longer FRET time
sET ¼ 18 ps as well as a comparable Förster radius R0 ¼ 7.8 nm.
Considering the average PL lifetime (�0.86 ns) of PFBT-C14
nanoparticles (ESI, Table S1†), the efficiency of interchain
energy transfer remained as high as �98%.

The internal structure-mediated FRET parameters obtained
from our investigations are presented in Fig. 5. It shows that the
FRET time is strongly dependent on the dopant fraction,
showing fast energy transfer dynamics as the blending ratio
increases. Nearly 100% intra-particle energy transfer efficiency
could be achieved at higher acceptor concentrations (>10 wt%,
or >120 acceptor units per nanoparticle). However, the Förster
radius exhibited weak dependence on the concentration of the
acceptor units as well as the morphology of the donor chains,
indicating an ideal system for exploring the ultrafast energy
transfer process in conjugated polymers. Therefore, our inves-
tigations on these blended nanoparticles provide accurate
information about the time and distance scale of energy
transfer in disordered solid-state conjugated polymers. The
femtosecond time-resolved measurement in this work, as well
as steady-state uorescence spectroscopy studies,26 strongly
suggests that the creation of interchain species (here the role of
DBT units) leads to an effective energy funneling to the low-
energy trapping sites. Such an efficient exciton quenching
would limit the bulk exciton diffusion length in disordered
conjugated polymer lms. Hence, as we already know, the ultra-
long exciton diffusion distance in single polymer chains is hard
to reproduce in solid polymer blends.

The relatively long-range interaction between donor and
acceptor units makes sure that the inuence of polymer
molecular aggregation and functionalization could not be
effective competing mechanisms. This suggests that more
functionalization could be introduced into the polymer-blend
dots for different applications. It also strongly implies that if
some chemical impurities27 play the role of interchain species in
polymer systems, it could be one of the important factors
limiting the performance of plastic solar cells. Thus, a greater
Fig. 5 Summary of FRET time and distance of in blended PFBT/PF-DBT5 nano-
particles. Resonance energy transfer time (sET) and Förster radius (R0) were
extracted from models as a function of dopant percentage.
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understanding of the role of interchain species, and how to
control them by the internal structure-mediated energy transfer
mechanism, could be an efficient approach to improve the cell
efficiency. In addition, taking advantage of the randomly
distributed spatial structure of donor and acceptor units like in
the case of polymer-blend dots, high efficiency of energy
collection also might be achieved in uniform polymer systems,
compared with the natural process of light harvesting.28,29
4 Conclusions

Our ndings unambiguously indicate that the creation of
interchain species is responsible for the degradation of the bulk
exciton diffusion length in polymer materials. It provides a clear
picture on the distance and time scales of energy transfer to the
interchain quenching species in PFBT/PF-DBT5 polymer-blend
dots. The efficient quenching (nearly 100%) can be described by
the Förster transfer model with a Förster radius of �10 nm, 2 to
3 times larger than the exciton–exciton annihilation radius
(�4 nm) in the pure host polymer. The energy transfer time is in
the range of ten picoseconds, which is dependent on the density
of interchain species. This study emphasizes that these results
on interchain energy transfer are not only limited to these
nanoparticles, but also can be generalized to other conjugated
polymer systems. It will be helpful for understanding the pho-
tophysics of conjugated polymers and facilitating the develop-
ment of organic solar cells based on polymer materials.
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